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1. Overview

There have been increasing demands for a system to support DTD-conforming XML to XML transformations, given any target DTD D and a source XML document S, extract data from S and construct a target XML document T such that T conforms to the predefined D. The need for this is evident in, e.g., data exchange, security views, and data integration. Popular XML query languages (e.g., XQuery, XSLT) cannot guarantee DTD-conformance in XML to XML transformations. Type inference and (static) checking are too expensive to be used in practice; worse still, they provide no guidance for how to ensure DTD-conformance.

In response to the need we propose TREX (TRansformation Engine for XML), a middleware system for DTD-conforming XML to XML transformations. TREX is based on the novel notion of XTG (XML Transformation Grammar), which extends a DTD by incorporating XML queries into element type definitions. This allows one to specify how to extract relevant data from a source XML document via the queries, and to construct a target XML document directed by the embedded DTD. TREX efficiently evaluates XTGs by implementing several optimization techniques. XTGs and TREX provide the first systematic method and practical system to support DTD-conforming XML transformations.

2. Features of TREX

XTG and TREX have a number of salient features (see [1] for detailed discussions).

**DTD-conformant specifications.** With XTGs one can easily specify XML to XML transformations. The queries associated with an element type definition (DTD grammar rule) find relevant source data to generate the children of a target element, and the grammar rule is enforced when the children are created to guarantee DTD-conformance.

**Data-driven semantics.** XTGs are capable of handling complex DTDs. During the generation of a target document, the decisions on the choice of a nondeterministic (disjunct) grammar rule and on the expansion of the target XML tree in the recursive case are based on the source data.

**Batch and lazy modes.** TREX is quite flexible by offering two evaluation modes. In the batch mode, it generates a complete XML document. In the lazy mode, it constructs a partial XML (DOM) tree, interacts with users, and expands the tree based on users' requests and interests.

**Query composition, tuning and caching.** TREX employs several optimization techniques: composing related XML queries, simplifying XPath expressions, and caching query results to avoid unnecessary recomputation. With these TREX efficiently support XTGs.

Although TREX is similar in spirit to the XML publishing system for relational data reported in [2], it conquers new challenges in the context of XML to XML transformations, at both the conceptual level and the implementation level.

3. System Demonstration

A prototype of TREX has been implemented in Java, using Kveelt [4] as the underlying engine for XML queries. We choose Quilt [3] to express XML queries in XTGs rather than XQuery/XSLT because we could access the source code of Kveelt to incorporate our optimization algorithms. With the prototype, the demonstration is to show how to transform DBLP publication data to an XML document that conforms to a predefined recursive and nondeterministic DTD, in both batch and lazy modes. This verifies the effectiveness of our specification and optimization techniques.
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